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EM detectors:
Mission Instrument	 Energy	 FOV A8 Ttfansit
RXTE	 ASM	 1-10 keV	 3°70 <1' 1.5 hr
SWIFT BAT	 20-150 keV	 15% <1' n/a
FERMI GBM	 20 keV-40 MeV	 65% >5° 3 hr
FERMI	 LAT	 20 MeV-300 GeV	 20% 1-5° 3 hr
' FOV: fraction of sky observed, 48: source localization resolution, T,,,,,,: time requ=red for full -sky coverage
LIGO-Virgo GW network:
Instruments	 Frequency	 Optimal NS/NS—NS/BH Range
H1 L1 V1	 50-6000 Hz	 —30-70 Mpc 1
Abstract
We present a strategy for a follow-up of LIGO-
Virgo candidate events using offline survey
data from several NASA high-energy photon
instruments aboard RXTE, Swift, and Fermi.
Time and sky-location information provided by
the GW trigger allows for a targeted search
for prompt and afterglow EM signals. In doing
so, we expect to be sensitive to signals which
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FERMI Gamma-ray Burst Monitor  (GBM)
GBM offline data includes count rates (0.256 s bins, 8 energy channels) of the
12 Nal (8 keV-1 MeV) and 2 EGO (200 keV-40 MeV) detectors.
GRB10090510: a strong, short
one observed in the GBM
detectors- The on-board trigger
increases the l.me-resolution of
the bnned detector counts
mrrsdateiy following the event.
The Nal detectors are semi-directional (—cos e response) and can be used for
source localization and consistency checks. The GW location can be used as a
basis for a coherent sum of the 12 data streams, increasing the overall response
of the network compared to a single-detector approach.
SWIFT Burst Alert Telescope 4 (BAT)
RXTE All Sky Monitor  (ASM)
The ASM aboard RXTE provides a 90 s 1-10 keV (3 sub-bands) snapshot of an area
in the sky as often as every 90 minutes. Localization of —0.1° is achieved by use of
three cameras each equipped with a shadow mask.
The analysis method offitting the amplitudes of a smelt numbe r of pe t
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FERMI Large Area Telescope 5 (LAT)
• BAT lightcurve data contains total
flux counts at 64 ms resolution in
various energy bands.
• For un-triggered (low threshold)
events, imaging is only available
offline for 5 minute fmescaies.
Usabllty cepends on level of non-
G. us-n, t ansier=u
-	 ^kz, •	 LAT complete individual photon data
available for offline analysis.
Each photon characterized by time, sky
locaaor,- anal eref gy Single f.haton resolve6
at IC° (16 MeV) to 0 1° (IC GtV) Clu,,LOr of
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